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Hydraulic system including: press-up system, bending roll balance, auxiliary, and
centering systems.

(1) The system pump station adopts the integrated installation form of the oil tank and the
pump, and the structure is compact; the system is equipped with a backup pump, and when
one fails, the other is started, providing a reliable guarantee for continuous production.
(2) The system adopts self-enclosed filter cooling method, which has high cleanliness,
which is beneficial to improve the adaptable life of hydraulic components; the filter
element is simple and convenient to replace, which is beneficial to reduce the oil
temperature of the oil.
(3) The pump station is equipped with liquid level alarm display, liquid temperature alarm
display, pressure alarm display and other functions to provide more effective guarantee
for the normal operation of the equipment.
(4) The improvement of the system technology effectively reduces the leakage rate of the
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pump and valve installation surface and ensures a good working environment.
(5) The valve station adopts the frame structure of the integrated block, which is compact
and simple and convenient for maintenance.

 Press-up system
The press-up system provides energy to the press-up cylinder of the rolling mill, and
performs servo control on it according to the pressure, tension, strip thickness and
position feedback signals to ensure product thickness accuracy. The system adopts
advanced electro-hydraulic servo control technology to make the rigidity of the rolling mill
adjustable. Under the control of the AGC system, it effectively realizes the thickness
accuracy and shape accuracy requirements of the rolled strip.
Type: 2 sets of axial piston pumps (one working, one standby)
Cylinder: Piston type
Fuel tank: 1-1000L (stainless steel fuel tank and pipeline)
Motor: 2-AC45KW.4P

 Bending roll system
Type: 2 sets of axial piston pumps (one working, one spare)
Control method: servo system
Fuel tank: separate fuel tank (stainless steel fuel tank and pipeline)
Motor: 2-AC11KW.4P
Others: cooler, pressure gauge, thermometer, oil level gauge, low pressure alarm,
accumulator, etc.

Type: 3 vane pumps (one for work, one for automatic operation, one for standby)
Fuel tank: 1-2000L
Motor: 3-AC18.5KW.6P
4-3. Circulating filtration system
Type: Gear Pump
Fuel tank: shared with general operating system
Motor: 1-AC3KW.4P

Type: Gear Pump
Fuel tank: shared with the system
Motor: 1-AC3KW.4P
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